
MAT 17C - DISCUSSION #7, SIR model (Part I)

This worksheet shows how linear stability analysis can provide insight into the spread
of a disease.

In epidemiology, SIR models are used to predict how infectious diseases (e.g. measles)
spread through populations. They are also used to determine policies to minimize
the spread of the disease, e.g., the best techniques for issuing a limited number of
vaccines in a given population.

An SIR model divides population into three subpopulations: Susceptible S(t), In-
fected I(t), and Recovered (Immune) R(t). It then describes the rates of change of
the number of individuals in each subpopulation in terms of the infection rate, the
recovery rate, and the rate at which individuals lose their immunity.

We can draw the model schematically as

and the corresponding system of differential equations is

dS

dt
= −aSI + cR

dI

dt
= aSI − bI

dR

dt
= bI − cR



Note that, because there are no births or deaths, the number of individuals in the
population is constant

N = S(t) + I(t) + R(t) .

Therefore, we can write R(t) in terms of S(t) and I(t), which reduces the SIR morel
to a system of two differential equations

dS

dt
= f(S, I) = −aSI + c(N − S − I)

dI

dt
= g(S, I) = aSI − bI

For the next two discussion sections, we will analyze the SIR model – we will de-
termine the steady states (equilibria) and their stabilities, use phase plane analysis
to estimate how S and I evolve in time, and examine how these aspects depend on
parameters. We will also interpret the result in the context of the spread of a disease.



For the following exercise, we will assume that a = b = c = 1 for a particular disease,
and the total population is N = 5 (where S, I, and N are in millions of individuals,
time t is in months, a is in (millions of individuals · months)−1, and b and c in
(months)−1), so that the SIR model is

dS

dt
= f(S, I) = −SI + (5 − S − I)

dI

dt
= g(S, I) = SI − I

(1)

(1) Steady State(s)

Show that there are two steady states (also called fixed points) for the SIR model:

S∗ = 5 , I∗ = 0

and
S∗ = 1 , I∗ = 2 .

(2) Stability of steady state(s) / linear stability analysis for the steady
state (S∗ = 1, I∗ = 2).

Use linear stability analysis to classify the steady state (S∗ = 1, I∗ = 2) as an un-
stable node, a stable node, an unstable spiral, stable spiral, or a saddle point. What
does this imply in the context of the persistence of the disease being modeled?



(3) Stability of steady state(s) / linear stability analysis for the steady
state (S∗ = 5, I∗ = 0).

Use linear stability analysis to classify the steady state (S∗ = 5, I∗ = 0) as an un-
stable node, a stable node, an unstable spiral, stable spiral, or a saddle point. What
does this imply in the context of the persistence of the disease being modeled?


